Knowledge and Experiential Workshop on
Frontier Scientific Investigations & Our Spiritual-Based Reality
By Rev. Douglas Kinney
4 Wednesday Sessions: April. 20 thru May 11, from 7 to 9 pm

At One God One Thought Center for Better Living
3605 Coronado Road, Baltimore, MD 21244

Cost: $25.00 registration fee plus weekly class love offering
For Registration Details, Contact 410-496-5188 or onethought@aol.com

Workshop Description
Workshop presents highlights from Rev. Doug’s book Frontiers of Knowledge on frontier scientific
findings and consciousness and spiritual experiences that are forcing us to expand our concepts of
reality to include the active role of spiritual intelligence (souls) in a multidimensional universe. In each
workshop, highlights will be presented from one of Frontiers of Knowledge’s 4 parts: 1) Science and
the Exploration of Reality, 2) Evidence Supporting New [Spiritual] Views of Reality, 3) Subtle and
Expanded Dimensions of Reality, and 4) Integrated Concepts of Reality and summary highlights. Each
session will include an experiential regression that progressively builds from an introduction to the
regression experience, to a past-life experience, and culminating in a between-lives experience of the
nonphysical realm of souls. There you will have the opportunity to meet your spiritual family, your
council of advisors, etc. [Note: in group regression sessions, experiences cannot be guaranteed.]

Each of the Four Sessions Will Present Highlights from Frontiers of Knowledge on
1. Quantum physics’ strangeness, astronomy’s fine-tuned universe, new evolutionary
biology information challenging Neo-Darwinism, and mind-blowing consciousness research.
2. Scientific investigations of NDEs and reincarnation experiences plus between-lives
regression findings that provide us with the first systematic view of our nonphysical “home.”
3. The human subtle-energy system and how it explains strange mind-body phenomena plus
the consistent scientific and spiritual story on our parallel & multiple dimensional universes.
4. Creating a new knowledge discipline for these very strange phenomena. Explaining two of our
biggest scientific mysteries: consciousness and love. Plus a summary of our new framework of reality.

Study Aids
Each student, on registering, will be provided an 8-page overview paper from Rev. Doug to introduce
many of the new concepts. Also, his two books: Frontiers of Knowledge and Framework of Reality [the
“CliffsNotes” for Frontier] will be available at OGOT (or at class) for purchase. His website—
www.douglaskinney.com—provides additional information on key scientific and spiritual topics.

About Rev. Douglas Kinney
He is a New Thought Minister, system scientist, spiritual regression explorer, spiritual
journalist, poet, and author. He has made presentations at the annual conferences of the
International New Thought Alliance and the Society for Scientific Exploration, and to
regional IONS groups (Baltimore, Richmond, and Eastern Shore).
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Workshop can be fitted into a one-weekend event of 7-8 hours spread over Fri. & Sat. (2-3 hr.
Fri. evening session plus a Sat. 5- to 6-hr session) or reduced to a one-day Sat. event of 5- to 6-hr.
To discuss this workshop for your organization, contact Rev. Kinney at dougkinney@msn.com.

